South Oxfordshire Local Plan 2034
Publication Version
Representation Form
Please return by 5pm on Monday 18 February 2019 to: Planning Policy, South Oxfordshire
District Council, 135 Eastern Avenue, Milton Park, Milton, Abingdon, OX14 4SB or email it to
planning.policy@southoxon.gov.uk
This form has two parts:
Part A – contact details
Part B – your comments / participation at oral examination

Part A
Are you responding as an: (please tick)
Agent

Y

Business or organisation

Individual

Due to the plan-making process including an independent examination, a name and contact
details are required for your comments to be considered. If you are acting on behalf of
another organisation, please provide their details in column one and your company name and
contact details in column two.
1. Personal Details
Title

Mr

Full Name

Peter McCarter

Job Title (where relevant)

Chairman

Organisation

Friends of Old Headington

(where relevant)

Address Line 1
Address Line 2
Address Line 3
Postal Town
Postcode
Telephone Number
Email Address
For information on sharing your details: please see page 3

2. Agent Details (if applicable)

National policy and legislation
Green Belt
It is unsound to justify release of LNBB from the Green Belt if its development not only does harm
to the Green Belt but to the existing road network and nearby communities that have to use it. The
fact that the land is ‘close’ to the city and to centres of employment such as the JR hospital and
Brookes University ignores the massive barrier represented by the A40, and the already dense
traffic. This is mentioned, for example, in the points below (taken from relevant local publications):
o Para 4.114 of the Local Plan (p. 69) states that: ‘Whilst the site directly adjoins Oxford
City and is within relatively close proximity to employment locations and a wide range of
services and facilities, the A40 is a major physical barrier to connectivity, particularly in
terms of walking and cycling.’
o Para 4.115 of the Local Plan (pp. 69-70) states: ‘road capacity to the east of Oxford is
already under significant pressure, particularly along the A40 and the Headington
roundabout. There is currently insufficient road capacity to support new, direct road
access between the site and the A40 west of the Barton Park site.’
o In Evaluation of Transport Impacts January 2019 (p.39) Oxfordshire County Council
observes, ‘Accesses to the Wick Farm / Elsfield Development [aka LNBB] are forecast to
distribute to demand into different corridors but are likely to result in increased
congestion along the links leading to the A40. There is also a forecast increase to
network stress at the Headington Roundabout.’
The Minister of Housing, James Brokenshire MP, said (on BBC 4 Any Questions 11 January 2018):
‘on the Green Belt absolutely I think that needs to be protected, that needs to be safeguarded. Now
I’m not one who is advocating that we should be effectively building all over our green belt in order
to hit those housing targets. I think that we can do this creatively, how we use the existing built
environment and indeed that brownfield sites that are there. And actually, the protections that are
around green belt have been upheld and strengthened through our planning guidance to ensure
that that is the focus.’
There is currently a clear identified physical Green Belt Boundary between Oxford and SODC at the
Bayswater Brook which runs along the south of LNBB. At LNBB, however, SODC proposes a new
boundary that follows arbitrary lines through fields to the north of the site. This approach goes
against the recommendations of its own Green Belt Assessment which states, ‘The tree-lined
Bayswater Brook forms a strong and consistent boundary to the urban area, supplemented at the
western end of the parcel by the A40. Any change in the Green Belt edge here would represent a
weakening of the boundary’. In using an arbitrary and moveable line in the site as a new Green Belt
boundary, the council is non-compliant with national planning regulations. NPPF para 139f requires
local authorities to ‘define [green belt] boundaries clearly, using physical features that are readily
recognisable and likely to be permanent.’ (p.41). Otherwise there is a risk that SODC and the
landowner could, in future, push the Green Belt boundary out further to promote future development
on this site.

Lack of strategic flood-risk assessment
There is no site-specific strategic flood-risk assessment (SSFRA). The council intends to postpone
a SSFRA for LNBB to planning application phase. If it also postpones data collection for the
Bayswater Brook, then it may be years before there is enough evidence to conduct a robust SFRA
at this site. This is a crucial omission and provides another reason for removing LNBB from the
local plan.

Lack of sustainable transport assessment
There is no up-to-date sustainable transport assessment: the Sustainable Transport study (2017)
focused on areas of growth in the centre of the district (near Didcot, Wallingford) not on Green Belt
sites near Oxford. This is a critical omission because SODC identified - as an exceptional
circumstance - the proximity of this site to Oxford and its potential to support sustainable travel (by
walking, cycling or bus) (see LP 2034, Strat 13, para 4.107, p.68).
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•

I would like to be added to the database to receive planning policy
updates for South Oxfordshire

•

I would also like to be added to the database to receive planning
policy updates for Vale of White Horse

X

Further comment: Please use this space to provide further comment on the relevant
questions in this form. You must state which question your comment relates to.

Alternative formats of this form are available on request. Please email
planning.policy@southoxon.gov.uk or call 01235 422600 (Text phone users add 18001
before you dial).
Please return this form by 5pm on Monday 18 February 2019 to: Planning Policy, South
Oxfordshire District Council, 135 Eastern Avenue, Milton Park, Milton, Abingdon, OX14 4SB
or email it to planning.policy@southoxon.gov.uk.
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